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【Outline of survey】
We have previously found drastic changes in population genetic structure of three populations
that lived in the same location, Linzi of China, in different periods. Inconsistent with the
geographical distribution, the 2500-year-old Linzi population showed greater genetic similarity to
present-day European populations than to present-day East Asian populations. The 2000 year-old
Linzi
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had

features

that

were

intermediate

between
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European/2500-year-old Linzi populations and the present day East Asian populations. These
relationships suggest the occurrence of drastic spatiotemporal changes in genetic structure of
Chinese people during the past 2500 years. We here address genetic structure of other populations
in ancient China and its life history.

【Expected results】
Further ancient DNA analyses of human remains excavated from various archaeological sites in
China, especially focusing on the sites that locate on the Central Plains, make clear genetic
structure of ancient Chinese people living in the civilization center of ancient China and disclose
its temporal changes. In addition, investigations such as carbon and nitrogen analysis of collagen
extracted from human remains, DNA analysis of plant remains, pathological and forensic analysis
of human remains reveal life history of ancient people in China.
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